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WHAT WE DO
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We design, create, hire and sell a range of beautiful event
decor. All our flags and bunting are made in the UK on our
Somerset farm. Most decor can be sent by our nationwide
courier or our friendly team can come and install.



2eventflaghire.co.uk - hello@eventflaghire.co.uk - 01749 850 991 - all prices are exclusive of VAT & shipping/installation.

Flags for all occasions!

http://www.eventflaghire.co.uk/


Festival flags are available in 7 distinct styles.
Available for hire or purchase in many colours.
We use exceptionally lightweight silk allowing them
to fly in the gentlest of winds.
Suitable for our portable 6.3m self-install
extendable carbon poles.
All 7 are priced the same, starting at £20 per flag
including pole, steel ground spike, instructions and
even a lump hammer for an easy self-install.

Compatible with our portable extendable carbon pole
system for self installation or for larger events on
bamboo or scaffold poles.

SIZE
W 1.4 x L 4m

COLOURS
all 52 colours + black and multicolour flags

COURIER
yes, complete system flag and pole

PRICE
rent from £20
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FESTIVAL FLAGS

NEW LEAF
They are our most popular and
their large surface area makes a
huge impact at any event
Constructed of five and a half
huge silk petal shapes with a
beautiful graduation.  
To be sure we can meet your
needs we stock of over 700 in
almost every colour imaginable!
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SILK & RIBBON

HALF MOON
PETAL

Available with or without
appliqué detail on the flag body.
The first flags we designed more
than 20 years ago. 
The higher starting point makes
them a great choice for use on
shorter poles or attaching to
railings.

These graceful flags have become a
wedding favourite. 
Their shape allows them to fly in the
smallest amount of wind.
Their elegance suits all events.
Comprised of eight triangles of different
colours with satin ribbon detail.

SIZE
W 1.5m x L 3.5

COLOURS
all 52 colours

COURIER
yes, complete
system flag and pole

PRICE
rent from £20

SIZE
W 1.35m x L 4.5m

COLOURS
all 52 colours + black and
multicolour flags

COURIER
yes, complete system flag and
pole

PRICE
rent from £20



DRAGON 
TAIL

SIZE
W 1.2m x L 5.4m

COLOURS
Pastels and rich jewel Indian-inspired
colours with contrasting trim & sleeve

COURIER
yes, complete system flag and pole

PRICE
rent from £20

Inspired by the celebration
banners traditionally used
in Bali.
With a trailing heart that
flutters in the wind.
They have a co-ordinating
decorating trim, making
them ideal for matching
your colour palette.

INDIAN SUMMER
The Indian Summer flags possible our most
gorgeous flags. 
We started with making a range of rich jewel
Indian- inspired colours and have now added
a pastel and white range. 
Each flag has intricate laser cut detailing on
the sleeve and edge.
Now with matching scaffold socks available
(find these on the accessories page).

SIZE
L 5.8m with a 1.5m
tail

COLOURS
all 52 colours

COURIER
yes, complete
system flag and
pole

PRICE
rent from £20
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BRIGHT, LIGHT
& WHITE 
STRIPES

INDOOR SARI

Designed to be used specifically with our
bespoke 5m carbon pole with integral arm.
Use on a ground spike or a variety of bases
for hardstanding/indoors. 
Available in primary, pastel and white
colours, in varying shades of a single colour
with our laser cut trim and ribbon detail.

SIZE
W 85cm x L 3.3m

COLOURS
all 52 colours

COURIER
yes, complete
system flag and
pole

PRICE
rent from £20

SIZE
W 1m x L 2m

COLOURS
14 bright sari colours (see
rainbow image below)

COURIER
yes, complete system flag
and pole

PRICE
rent from £20

A range of rich Indian colours with
delicate gold edging.
Our indoor sari flags are designed to
add beautiful colour to your indoor
events. 
They will work on either our 4m or 5m
extendable carbon pole with integral
arm.
For hardstanding events use our X-
Bases or upgrade to a 30L water
base
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CUSTOM PRINTED FLAGS
Show off your brand with custom printed flags. 

1. Choose the size: see our scale drawing above
2. Choose your fabric: we can print your flags on either
knitted polyester or polyester silk fabric
3. Choose your fixings: either eyelets, or satin tabs on a silk
flag
4. Choose your pole system: to help decide what pole/base
you require, please see page 17. 
5. Prepare your artwork: this will need to be sent over as an
AI file or a PDF. 

Find out more here: http://bit.ly/37iBu3F

http://bit.ly/37iBu3F


SILK STANDARD
Silk Standard flags come complete with
a rotational arm and weight system. 
They are the largest flag to be able to
fly on a 6m / 21ft scaffold (and still be
out of reach). 
They can fly even without any wind
which means they are perfect for indoor
events with our deluxe box bases.

GLITTERATI

SIZE
W 1.8m x L 3m

COLOURS
all 52 + black, gold/silver glittery bling

COURIER
yes, flag, rotational arm and weight
system

PRICE
rent from £25

SIZE
W 1.8m x L 3m

COLOURS
rainbow sequences
only

COURIER
yes, flag, rotational
arm and weight 

PRICE
rent from £25

These are the most colourful
intricate flags in our range. 
These come with a rotational
arm and weight system so
they fly in no wind, or perfect
indoor with our deluxe box
bases. 
Made using a combination of
silks, satins and rainbow
metallic reflective fabrics.
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EXTRA LARGE FESTIVAL FLAGS
All of our extra large flags are designed for great visual impact. Their impressive
dimensions mean they are too heavy for our portable pole system and require a
5.5m bamboo or 21ft scaffold pole. We have bamboo available to purchase.

https://eventflaghire.co.uk/festival-flag-hire/flag-bases-poles-fixings/
https://eventflaghire.co.uk/festival-flag-hire/flag-bases-poles-fixings/


CLASSIC ARENA

EASTERN ARENA
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ARENA FLAGS

The very biggest flags we have
available.
Look spectacular.
Great for massive arenas to make a
huge colour impact.
Can only be installed due to the 3m
bamboo extender poles

SIZE
W 2.5m x L 4m

COLOURS
all 52 colours

COURIER
no, installation only

PRICE
rent from £35

Each flag has horizontal ribbon detail
and beautiful curves. 
Made from a combination of silks, satins
and beautiful shimmery fabrics.
Stunning iridescence, dazzling reflective
and holographic designs to add colour to
massive arenas.
Can only be installed due to the 3m
bamboo extender poles

SIZE
W 2.2m x L 4m

COLOURS
bright shiny colours 
(red, burgundy, pink, orange,
yellow, green, purple, blue, indigo,
teal)

COURIER
no, installation only

PRICE
rent from £35

All of our Arena flags fly at a whopping 9m, so available for
installation only. Their impressive dimensions mean they would
require a 21ft scaffold pole only, plus a 3m extender pole.
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Half Moon
Petal

Indian
Summer

Dragon
Tail

Bright
Stripes

Indoor
Sari

Silk &
RibbonNew LeafFLAG STYLE

W 1.4m
L 4m

W 1.35m
L 4.5m

W 1.5m
L 3.5m

W 1.2m
L 5.4m

L 5.6m
1.5m tail

W .85m
L 3.3m

W 1m
L 2m

6.3m portable
5.5m bamboo
21ft scaffold

6.3m portable
5.5m bamboo
21ft scaffold

6.3m portable
5.5m bamboo
21ft scaffold

6.3m portable
5.5m bamboo
21ft scaffold

6.3m
portable

5m
portable

5m
portable

Water Base
Deluxe box base Deluxe box base Deluxe box baseWater base

Deluxe box base Water base
X-base

Water base
Deluxe box base

X-base
Water base

Deluxe box base

No No No No No Yes Yes
indoor use only

No No No No No Yes Yes

All 52 
+ black and

multicoloured
All 52 Pastels and rich

jewel colours All 52 14 rich sari
colours

Primary colours,
new this year pastel

& white

Yes
complete system

flag and pole

Yes
complete system

flag and pole

Yes
complete system

flag and pole

Yes
complete system

flag and pole

Yes
complete system

flag and pole

Yes
complete system

flag and pole

Yes
complete system

flag and pole

FESTIVAL FLAGS
Super quick and easy to assemble. 
Everything required delivered
directly to you by courier for
installation.
Best cost effective option.

Rental prices from £20.

Size
flag dimensions

Pole
compatible pole system

Base
for indoor or hardstanding

Indoor
can be flown inside

Can it fly with no wind?
compatible with arm to hold flag out

Colours
what colours do the flags come in

Courier
can be couriered for self-installation

All 52 
+ black and

multicoloured
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Glitterati Silk
Standard

Classic
Arena

Eastern
Arena

Printed flagsFLAG STYLE

Various Various W 1.8m
L 3m

W 2.5m
L 4m

5m portable
5.5m bamboo
21ft scaffold

5.5m bamboo
21ft scaffold

5.5m bamboo 
21ft scaffold

Water base
Deluxe box base Deluxe box base Deluxe box baseDeluxe box base

Yes Yes No No No No

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Digitally printed
to your design

Multicoloured
rainbow All 52 + black All 52 bright shiny

colours

Yes
complete system

flag and pole

EXTRA LARGE
FESTIVAL FLAGS

Huge impact.
Bamboo poles available to hire or
purchase.
For full scale events these flags are
compatible with scaffolding.

Size
flag dimensions

Pole
compatible pole system

Base
for indoor or hardstanding

Indoor
can be flown inside

Can it fly with no wind?
compatible with arm to hold flag out

Colours
what colours do the flags come in

Courier
can be couriered for self-installation

Size S + M All sizes

W 1.8m
L 3m

W 2.2m
L 4m

5.5m bamboo 
21ft scaffold

No No

Digitally printed
to your design

No
install only

No
install only

Rental Price Purchase only from £25 from £25 from £35 from £35

21ft scaffold (with
3m extender)

21ft scaffold (with
3m extender)

Yes
flag and arm

(poles available to
buy/install)

Yes
flag and arm

(poles available to
buy/install)

Yes
flag and arm

(poles available to
buy/install)

Purchase only



BUNTING

FESTIVAL MIX

We have an extensive range of beautiful bunting, in all shapes, sizes and colours, for hire or
to purchase, for use indoors and outdoors. 
Rental prices start at £1 per metre. Purchase prices start at £3 per metre. 

This festive bunting made from multi-coloured satin
is a firm favourite with our customers; bright, fun

bunting suitable for all occasions
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WARM HUES
Warm Hues bunting is our personal favourite – a

joyous mix of yellows, oranges, red and pink satins,
overlocked finished edge and topped with ribbon.

RAINBOW
Our gorgeous new rainbow bunting is made with 31

shades of satin with a tight overlock stitch and topped
with metallic gold tape.

PASTELS
Pastels are all the rage this year (so we hear). Soft

tones of pale gold, lemon yellow, peach, pastel pink,
lavender, baby blue and light sage satins. Finished

edge with a satin ribbon.

SINGLE HUES
Each set has at least four shades of satin colours per
length. Select from: whites & ivory, yellows, blends of

oranges, arrays of reds, pinks, purples, greens or
blues. 

GOLD OR SILVER BLING
Our stunning, sparkly bling bunting is made using top

quality sequin, lamé, foil jersey and acetate satin
fabrics. Guaranteed to make your event dazzle and

shine.



OVERSIZED RAINBOW BUNTING RIBBON BUNTING

These are designed to dress inside venues making them ideal for wedding
marquees, village halls etc. 350cm x 90cm. 3.5m lengths

Rent for £15 each.

An ideal way to create a colourful ceiling in a marquee or indoor space. 
 Opportunity to hang from central point or horizontally. L 535cm x W 110cm. 

Rent for £15 each.

SATIN & RIBBON BUNTING SARI DRAPES

Over twice the size of our standard bunting this creates a huge impact for
any event. 5m or 10m lengths, each triangle is 38 x 69cm. 

Rent from £1.50 per metre.

Our ribbon ‘tassel’ bunting is made with gorgeous high quality satin ribbons
sewn in a rainbow sequence. 2.5m lengths, ribbons 1cm apart, 40cm drop.

Rent from £2 per metre.

BIG IMPACT DRESSING
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Add colour anywhere with our oversized bunting, marquee dressings
and drapes.
Our oversized and ribbon bunting are both available to purchase
from our web shop. 
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3 X 8M DOUBLE PERGOLA WITH WARM HUE BUNTING 5 X 10M DOUBLE XL PERGOLA WITH SINGLE HUE BUNTING

Rent for £190 including bunting*
4 X 4M SIMPLE PERGOLA WITH FESTIVAL MIX BUNTING 4 X 4M SIMPLE PERGOLA WITH SINGLE HUE IN GREENS AND YELLOWS

Rent for £310 including bunting* Contact us for prices*

BAMBOO STRUCTURES
Helps to create a focal point, dance floor, entranceway, ceremony or chill
out space. 
*Only available to rent with a minimum of 20 flags or buy from web shop. 
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MAYPOLES TIPIS & TRIPODS

Hang bunting, festoon lighting, drapes or mobiles. 
Rent (with a minimum of 20 flags) or purchase from web shop.
Or our friendly team can install (from £120 plus travel). 

Please note, the maximum stretch between bamboo poles is 8m, so please bear this in mind
when planning your space. For more information about this please contact us. 

Available in 3 sizes: 7, 9 and 13 poles maximum diameter 18m.
Each with one central pole and ground fixings. 

Rent from £125.

Quick and easy to install as they do not require ground fixings. 
Choose 3m or 4m bamboo poles. 

Rent from £50

WALKWAYS PATHWAYS
Line any area with bunting and/or festoon. We can create to fit almost any space. 6 x poles, 16m walkway or 40m pathway.

Rent for £75



SCAFFOLD SOCKS

Add sparkle (and colour) to bamboo structures
etc. Buy from our web shop. 

Buy from £7.50 each.

PVC TUBE OR STEEL GROUND AUGER

LIGHTING AND ACCESSORIES Add the finishing touches to make your event stand out.

POM POM MIRROR MOBILESFESTOON LIGHTING
High end, polycarbonate LED dimmable filament bulbs.

A beautiful addition to any event. 
Rent from £25 a set.
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SHEPHERDS CROOKS
1.2m shepherds crooks, great for lining pathways

and perimeters with festoon and bunting.
Rent for £5 each or buy for £10 each. 

HESSIAN POLE WRAPS
Small and large wraps to cover swivel clamps and

bamboo ground inserts.
Rent for £5 each or buy from £15 each.

Stretchy material cover to protect people from
putlock & swivel clamps, 120cm long.

Rent for £5 each.

PVC Tube is lightweight and cost effective 
Ground Auger is easy to unscrew and more robust. 
Rent from £7 or £22 or buy from our web shop.
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POLES AND BASES

EXTENDABLE 6.3M CARBON POLE WITH GROUND SPIKE
Quick and simple to self-install and light enough for us to 
 courier them to you. Not suitable in areas of high spirits.

Rented with our flag & bunting packages

3M, 4M & 5.5M BAMBOO POLES
By far the most attractive, environmental and economical

pole system. Available to purchase from our web shop. 
Rent for £12.50 per pole (Install only)

30 LITRE WATER BASE
A robust indoor system for use with Bright Stripes or Sari

Flags. Or on hard standing outside in sheltered areas.
Rent from £18.50

50KG DELUXE BOX BASE
A large, robust and attractive base made from scaffold

boards. Additional dry weight can be added. 
Rent from £90. (Install only)

 

X-BASE
This discreet stand folds flat and is light weight making it
ideal to courier. They come as standard with Sari flags.

Rent for £10

EXTENDABLE 5M CARBON POLE WITH INTEGRAL ARM
Suitable for use with our Bright Stripes, S & M printed flags

& Sari Flags. They come with a steel ground spike. 
Rented with our flag & bunting packages



ivory

silver

dusky green

pale sage

pale green

moss

sage

pea

flo lime

flo green

lawn

forest

dark green

deep khaki

peach

flo peach

tangerine

flo orange

burnt orange

brown

indian orange

pastel lemon

pale gold

pale bronze

antique gold

buttercup

canary yellow

flo yellow

baby blue

aqua

chinese blue

mid blue

royal

midnight

teal

lavender

lilac

mauve

cadbury

deep purple

aubergine

purple sorbet

pastel pink

baby pink

hot salmon

dusky pink

hot pink

cerise

flo pink

sherbert

pink sorbet

plum red

burgundy

wine

poppy

pilar box
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PALETTES
FESTIVAL MIX

Each flags has a specify dominant colour.
As well as this colour there is other complimentary
shades. 
Or choose a palette from the left hand side and you
will receive flags in those lovely colours. 
Multi-coloured New Leaf and Silk & Ribbons flags now
available, which contain a full colour palette within
each flag. Please contact us for more information. 
Samples of the flag colours are available upon
request. WARM HUES

UNDER THE SEA

PASTELS

WHITE & IVORY

OUR COLOURS
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FESTIVAL PACKAGES
Now you know what we have to offer, choose one of our festival packages to make it super simple to decorate your event. 

SELF-INSTALL

FESTIVAL PACKAGE

£690
 

For small festivals (less than 200 cap) self
install on extendable carbon poles.

 
Includes:

25 x festival flags, carbon extendable poles and
steel ground spikes 

100m x festival mix bunting
Free return next day courier service

 
ADD EXTRA:

flags, carbon poles and fixings £20 each
bunting for £1 per m

FESTIVAL PACKAGE

INSTALLED ON BAMBOO

THE ULTIMATE

FESTIVAL PACKAGE

£1750
 

For large festivals (1000+ cap) on 21′ scaffold (not
supplied).

 
Includes:

50 x Silk Standard XL festival flags (installed on 21′
scaffold)

150m x festival mix bunting
1 x Double Pergola including 100m x Bunting

Installation and removal (excluding travel costs)
 

ADD EXTRAS: 
flags £25 each or upgrade to XL Arena flags £15 each

bunting for £1 per m

£1450
 

For medium festivals (less than 1000 cap) on
bamboo poles.

 
Includes:

30 x festival flags, 5.5m bamboo poles and steel
ground augers

100m x festival mix bunting
1 x Simple Pergola including 50m x bunting

Installation and removal (excluding travel costs)
 

ADD EXTRA: 
flags, bamboo poles and ground augers £30.50 each

bunting for £1 per m



Druley Hill Farm
North Brewham

Somerset
BA10 0JS

GET IN TOUCH
If you have any specific requirements just let

us know as we are experienced event
decorators and will try to accommodate all

requests.
 

Contact Klare and Bea for a quote.
 

hello@eventflaghire.co.uk
 
 

Visit us at: www.eventflaghire.co.uk
 

Or call us on: 01749 850 991

Meet the team!

Klare Bea

http://www.eventflaghire.co.uk/
http://www.eventflaghire.co.uk/

